
DRIVEN BY EXOPRECISE ® ℗ EXOSKELETON FOR PRECISE-MOTION.

360° OF EXOPRECISE FORCES: Exoprecise℗® nanofibers 
produce 360 degrees of precise forces, harmoniously, 
interacting with the elbows, unobtrusive to your natural 
biomechanics.  Activating, and stimulating the automatic 
muscle system to advance game-day performance (Sport 
Precise). Paraphrasing, you'll train longer, stronger, 
faster; with better form.

THE ELBOWS

PERPETUAL MOTION: The distance of the elbows from 
your torso is critical to high-performance. A subtle 
pushing force controls the movement of your elbows 
away, and to the side of your body – critical to proper 
form, balance, hitting mechanics, agility and 
coordination. Activating the precise muscles and joints 
for a compact, and powerful swing path.

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL

IMMEDIATE RESULTS: Steering a powerful, and 
repeatable baseball/softball swing. You'll enjoy the feel 
of “whipping” bat speed, connected mechanics, 
strengthening the precise hitting muscles.

The kid was barreling everything with backspin to the pull side and not getting hook-spin 
that he gets a lot of, at times. It was impressive, our head coach kept looking at me, raising 
his eyebrows.

Rusty McNamara, Hitting Coach; University of Hawaii.



LASER BLAST

Set-up: Both arms inside.
Purpose: Improve bat speed, exit velocity, mechanics, 
build strength in power hitting muscles.
Drills: Works with all hitting drills.
Swing Types: Works with all swing types, and hitting 
methods.

LASER WHIP

Set-up: Back arm inside.
Purpose: Improve bat speed, and power for contact 
further away from your body; AKA powerful extension.
Drills: Works with all hitting drills.
Swing Types: Works with all swing types, and hitting 
methods.

LASER BEAM, AND LASER LINEA

Set-up: Both, or back arm inside.
Purpose: One hand isolation, increase bat speed/power.
Drills: Works with all top, and bottom hand drills.
Swing Types: Works with all swing types, and hitting 
methods.

“Dude… you are spot on. I'm not satisfied with 60%, I'm ready to get this thing on, and go to 
work.”

Eric Thames, MLB player; Milwaukee Brewers.



EXOPOWER

THE SCIENCE OF POWER SWING TRAINING: Exopower 
defines the phases of our Sport Precise training 
method during the baseball and softball swing.
• Launch Pad
• Resisted Load
• Accelerated Launch
• Powerconnect
• Accelerated Relaunch
• Resisted Momentum
• Accelerated Return

BAT SPEED

GET MORE BAT SPEED IN 20 SWINGS: The bat speed 
equation is simple, practicing a long swing; equals a long 
swing on game-day. Practice an explosive, compact 
swing; You'll hit lasers! Our Laser Power ST develops 
muscle memory for bat speed, keeping your hands-
inside-the-ball; during batting practice.
Q: HOW DO I INCREASE BAT SPEED?
A: USE OUR, GAME-CHANGING 4M EQUATION.
1) Mechanics + 2) Muscle System + 3) Mind = 4) More Bat 
Speed.

YOUR PORTABLE HITTING COACH

Exoprecise forces navigates your arms to the perfect 
distance from your body’s center/core; stance, load, 
swing path, contact, Power-V, and follow through. 
Elevating bat speed, contact consistency, sequencing 
proper rotational mechanics; critical to a compact, and 
powerful game-day swing.

STRENGTH & ENDURANCE

POWER HITTING WORKOUT: Throughout batting practice, 
cutting-edge Exoprecise (® ℗) technology, ignites a 
baseball/softball power swing workout, strengthening 
precise deep-layer hitting muscles, taking more quality-
swings; without burning out.

I've been following the development of your product, personally, it's the best I've seen."

Jim, YouthBaseballTalk.com; USA.



SPORT PRECISE

Seamlessly integrate into your baseball /softball batting 
practice.
Following, proper sizing wear around the waist, making 
the hottest “ballpark fashion accessory,” taking only 10 
seconds to slide up the arms – “fit and hit!”
Comfortable, and lightweight; wear our hitting trainers 
throughout batting practice, swinging, as usual, 
accommodating to all swing types/methods, and body 
shapes; adjustable to fit youth and pros.

WEAR IT, HIT LASERS!

Versatility: tee-drill, front toss, on-field/cage BP, dry 
swings at home; use with your favorite drills, in fact, the 
first hitting trainer suitable for intrasquad; battling the 
pitcher, live on the field!
Seeking guidance for hitting in general? Visit our free 
access hitting program, 20 Minute Lasers, coaching to hit 
the challenging pitches; and Multi-Swing Method, by the 
inventor of Exoprecise technology, Clinton Balgera.

 » QUICKSTART

Proper sizing, and fitting takes ten minutes (two minutes 
for experienced users); and is critical to the best 
performance of your Laser Power ST. We do not 
recommend sharing, unless the player is exactly the 
same size.

 » SHOP » RETAIL & TEAMS

*Hit Lasers – Patents, trademarks, trade names, brands, and logos are the property of Exoprecise PTY LTD ℗ ®. Consult a medical professional before starting an exercise program. 

https://hitlasers.com/faq/quick-start-lasers/
https://hitlasers.com/shop/
https://hitlasers.com/faq/contact/team-and-retail/

